In today's modern classrooms, the growing adoption of academic devices has enhanced the teaching and learning experience. However, educators face a significant challenge in keeping students on task. Online distractions can divert students' attention, decreasing engagement and ultimately impacting their learning outcomes.

To overcome this challenge, Securly Classroom empowers educators to regain control and cultivate an environment conducive to maximizing student learning outcomes. With Securly Classroom, educators have the power to see exactly what their students are seeing on their screens. If they notice students engaging with inappropriate content, they can quickly close tabs and block websites to maintain a focused learning environment.

By eliminating the worry of student distractions, educators can fully dedicate their time to what truly matters—teaching. With Securly Classroom, educators can:

- Keep students focused and engaged during class by minimizing distractions and promoting active participation.
- Seamlessly push lesson content directly to student screens, ensuring students make the most out of valuable class time.
- Foster new connections and communication channels with students, regardless of whether teaching is done in-person or remotely.

“Having the ability to see what students are doing on school-issued Chromebooks during instruction time is very beneficial. And having the capability of locking their screens to one URL is mind blowing, especially for online test taking. Securly Classroom is a solution that our district will continue to utilize for years to come!”

Denise DeJuliannie, Technology Director
Eden Valley-Watkins School District
How Classroom works

Centralize on a single platform to simplify management

Screen Lock
Freeze screens and get your class's attention by sending a custom message (e.g., All eyes up front, please), then release individual students or the entire class at once.

Site Lock
Open and lock students to a particular website or set of websites, blocking all others.

Push URL
Quickly push web pages to individual students or your entire class.

Share Screen
Share your desktop, a single tab, or an application with one student or your whole class, as well as audio for remote students.

Announce
Send a message to all student devices that they must acknowledge to close (e.g., Reminder: Big test tomorrow!).

Unlock
Release individual students or the whole class from Screen Lock or Site Lock.

Securly has a suite of other products that work with Classroom to help you do even more. Whether it's student safety, engagement, or anything else, we have you covered.

Securly filter
Keep students safe on all devices with Securly's signature cloud-based web filter for schools

Securly aware
Level up safety and wellness with AI-powered analysis of online activities, wellness monitoring, proactive interventions, and case management tools

Lead class with confidence with cloud-based classroom management
Unlock the full potential of classrooms with Securly Classroom and witness the transformation as student engagement and learning outcomes soar.

Register for a demo now. Click Here or Scan the QR Code